Desk Extension CPU Adapter

CPU002

Package Contents

CPU Adapter

M4x10 Machine screws
(qty 11)

For use with CPU Holder
(CPU128)

Hex nut
(qty 4)
Packaged with Desk Extension (ACC036)

Step 1
After installing your Desk Extension (ACC036), align the four larger holes in the CPU Adapter with the threaded studs on the Main bracket of the Desk Extension. Using the four Hex nuts included with the Desk Extension, attach the CPU Adapter as shown.

The long end of the CPU Adapter should face the front of the desk.

Step 2
Attach the Track provided with the CPU Holder (CPU128) using eight of the M4x10 Machine screws where shown. We recommend starting all eight screws loosely before tightening them. Be careful not to overtighten the screws to avoid stripping.

Step 3
Assemble the rest of your CPU Holder onto the track and adjust the fit for your CPU by carefully following the CPU Holder instructions, except for:

1- Exclude the CPU Holder’s back bumper. You won’t need it.
2- When attaching the Track guard, use the last three M4x10 Machine screws from this package.

CAUTIONS & WARNINGS

⚠️ CAUTION: Read all instructions before assembly. Failure to assemble or operate properly may result in damage or personal injury. Retain manual for future reference.

⚠️ CAUTION: CAUTION: Maximum weight capacity of CPU Adapter is 50 lbs. Maximum weight capacity of Desk Extension with U-brackets installed is 60 lbs. (weight capacity without U-brackets installed is 30 lbs).